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Abstract

raphy (ID-PKC). In 2002, Zhang et al. [16] proposed the
first ID-based ring signature scheme. Nguyen [9] proposed
the first ring signature with a constant number of pairing
computations and a constant size signature. Au et al. [3]
proposed the first secure ring signature scheme in standard model. Herranz [7] and Tsang et al. [14] respectively
provided the ID-based ring signature schemes from RSA.
However, ID-based cryptography usually suffers from the
inherent key escrow problem.

The ring signature scheme is a simplified group signature
scheme for no manager while preserving unconditionally
anonymous of the signer. Certificateless cryptography is
introduced for eliminating the use of certificates in Public
Key Infrastructure and solving the key-escrow problem in
ID-based cryptogratography. Recently, Qin et al. proposed the first RSA-based certificateless ring signature
scheme which was proved unforgeable in random oracle
model. In this paper, we demonstrated that this scheme
In 2003, Al-Riyami and Paterson [2] introduced the
was not secure against the Type I adversary.
concept of certificateless public key cryptography (CLKeywords: Certificateless cryptography, ring signature, PKC) which not only avoids the key escrow problem but
also moves the digital certificates. In CL-PKC, there is a
RSA
third party called Key Generate Center (KGC) to issue
the users partial private keys with their identities. However, the KGC has no right to access the full private key
1 Introduction
which is generated by combining the partial private key
In 2001, Rivest et al. [11] formally introduced the con- and a secret value chosen by the user itself. The public
cept of the ring signature in which the verifier can be keys are computed by the secret value and then published
convinced that the message was authenticated by a ring by users. The CL-PKC has attracted a lot of further studincluding the signer while keeping the signer uncondition- ies [6, 8, 13]. Yum et al. [15] proposed a general construcally anonymous. Anonymity and spontaneity are inherent tion of certificateless signature (CLS) scheme which was
properties of the ring signature. Anonymity allows any- a less efficient scheme. Zhang and Mao [17] designed the
one to verify the validity of the ring signature without first RSA-based CLS scheme.
revealing the signer’s identity. Spontaneity means that
the signer can generate the ring signature without any
In 2007, two certificatelss ring signature (CL-RS)
help or cooperation from the other ring members. The schemes [5, 18] were proposed independently. Chang et
ring signature allows the signer to decide all ring mem- al. [4] constructed a more efficient (t,n) threshold ring
bers. The ring signature scheme in [11] is based on RSA signture scheme. The above CL-RS schemes are all based
cryptosystem. Abe et al. [1] proposed the first ring signa- on bilinear pairings which is an expensive operation for
ture scheme based on discrete logarithm problem. These the computational cost. Qin et al. [10] proposed the first
ring signature schemes are all based on traditional Public RSA-based CL-RS scheme without bilinear parings and
Key Infrastructure which requires a great amount of com- proved their scheme was secure in random oracle model.
puting time and storage to manage the certificates. In or- However, we found that Qin et al.’s scheme was vulnerader to avoid the heavy burden of certificate management, ble to a Type I adversary who can replace the public key
Shamir [12] introduced Identity-based public key cryptog- of any signer.
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Preliminaries

2.1

Security Model of the Certificateless
Ring Signature Scheme

There are two kinds of adversaries in the security model
of CL-RS scheme. Type I adversary A1 can replace the
public key of any user at his will but is not able to visit
the partial private key. Type II adversary A2 models
the malicious-but-passive KGC who generates the partial
private keys for users, but cannot replace any users’ public
keys. We define two games, Game 1 for A1 , and Game 2
for A2 .
• Game 1: Let S1 be the challenger to interactive with
A1
1) Initialization: S1 runs Setup and MasterKeyGen algorithms to get the system parameters mpk and the master key pair msk.
Then S1 publics mpk while keeping msk secret. S1 maintains three lists L1 , L2 , L3 initiated empty. (1) L1 records the identities whose
partial private keys have been required by A1
in PartialKeyGen queries. (2)L2 records the
identities whose public keys have been replaced
by A1 . (3) L3 records the identities who have
been corrupted by A1 in Corruption queries.
2) Query: A1 adaptively performs a polynomially
bounded number of queries.
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3) Forgery: At the end of the simulation, A1 outputs (R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) as the forgery. We say that
A1 wins the game:
– (R∗ , m∗ ) has never been required for the
verification.
– V erif y(R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1 and (L∗ID ∩ L1 ∩
L2 ) ∪ (L∗ID ∩ L3 ) = ∅ for L∗ID is the set of
ring members’ identities.
• Game 2: Let S2 be the challenger to interactive with
A2
1) Initialization: As with the initialization of
Game 1, except that S2 sends the master key
pair (mpk, msk) to A2 . In Game 2, lists L2 , L3
are maintained by S2 .
2) Query: A2 makes the queries of UserKeyGen, Corruption and Ring-Sign in the same
way as in Game 1.
3) Forgery: At the end of the simulation, A2 outputs (R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) as the forgery. We say that
A2 wins the game:
– (R∗ , m∗ ) has never been required for the
verification V erif y(R∗ , m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1
– L∗ID ∩ L3 = ∅ for L∗ID is the set of ring
members’ identities.

– UserKeyGen: On input a user’s identity Definition 1. (Unforgeability). A CL-RS scheme is unID, if ID has not been created, S1 run forgeable if the advantage of any polynimail bounded adUserKeyGen to generate (upkID , uskID ), versary in the Game 1 and Game 2 is negligible.
upkID is returned.
– PartialKeyGen: A1 requests the partial
Cryptanalysis of Qin et al. CLprivate key of the user ID. If ID ∈
/ L1 , S1 3
first sets L1 = L1 ∪ ID and then runs ParRS Scheme
tialKeyGen. Otherwise S1 does nothing.
Finally pskID is returned.
3.1 The Qin et al. ’s CL-RS Scheme
∗
, if
– ReplaceKey: On input ID and upkID
• Setup: On input 1k as a security parameter, the
ID has been requested in UserKeyGen,
KGC randomly selects two k-bit prime number p, q
S1 first sets L2 = L2 ∪ID and then updates
∗
and computes N = pq. The KGC picks two prime
the public key of ID as upkID
. Otherwise
numbers e, d satisfying gcd(e, ϕ(n)) = 1 and ed =
nothing is carried out.
1 mod ϕ(n), where ϕ(n) denotes the Euler totient
– Corruption: A1 requests the full private
function. Finally, the KGC chooses two hash funckey of the user with identity ID.
∗
tions H1 , H2 which satisfy H1 : {0, 1}∗ → ZN
and
a. If ID ∈ L2 , S1 cannot output the full
H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l . The KGC publishes the pubprivate key of ID whose public key is
lic parameters mpk = {N, e, H1 , H2 } while keeping
replaced, S1 returns ⊥.
the master key msk = {p, q, d} secret.
b. Otherwise, S1 first sets L3 = L3 ∪ ID,
and then returns the partial private key
pskID as well as the user secret value
uskID .
– Ring-Sign: On input a message m, a ring
R containing the identities and the public
keys of ring members, S1 outputs a ring signature σ.

• PartialKeyGen: For the user with ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ ,
the KGC computes its partial private key pskID =
H1 (ID)d .
• UserKeyGen: The user ID selects xID ∈ Z2|N |/2−1
as its secret value uskID and sets its public key
upkID = H1 (ID)xID , where |N | denotes the binary
length of N .
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• Ring-Sign: Let R = LID ∪ Lupk , LID = The forged signature can pass the verification:
{ID1 , · · · , IDn } denotes the set of ring members’
Rπ1 = ueπ1 H1 (IDπ )cπ
identities with the corresponding set of public keys
= H1 (IDπ )eh H1 (IDπ )cπ
Lupk = {upkID1 , · · · , upkIDn }. To sign a message
= H1 (IDπ )rπ1 −cπ H1 (IDπ )cπ
m ∈ {0, 1}∗ on behalf of the ring, the signer IDπ
= H1 (IDπ )rπ1 mod N
performs the following steps by using its full private
0
Rπ2 = H1 (IDπ )uπ2 (upkIDπ
)cπ
key SKIDπ = (pskIDπ , uskIDπ ).
0
0
= H1 (IDπ )rπ2 −xIDπ cπ H1 (IDπ )xIDπ cπ
– Selects two random numbers rπ1 ,rπ2 ∈
= H1 (IDπ )rπ2 mod N
Z2|N |/2−1 .
f (0) = H2 (m||LID ||Lupk ||(Ri1 , Ri2 )i ∈ [1, n])
– Computes Rπ1 = H1 (IDπ )rπ1 mod N, Rπ2 =
For the reason that rπ1 is a random number, cπ is
H1 (IDπ )rπ2 mod N .
generated
by polynomial f decided by random num∗
– Randomly chooses ui1 , ci ∈ ZN
, ui2 ∈ Z2|N |/2−1 bers c (i ∈ [1, n], i 6= π) and hash function H which
i
2
pairwise different, for i ∈ [1, n], i 6= π. could treated as a random number. The probability that
e
ci
Then IDπ computes Ri1 = ui1 H1 (IDi ) mod r − c dividing by e holds is 1/e which is no negligible.
π1
π
ci
N, Ri2 = H1 (IDi )ui2 upkIDi
mod N .
In conclusion, the Type I adversary can forge the CL-RS
– Computes c0 = H2 (m||LID ||Lupk ||(Ri1 , Ri2 )i ∈ in a non-negligible probability.
[1, n]).
– Generates a polynomial f over GF (2k ) with degree n − 1 such that c0 = f (0), ci = f (i) for
i ∈ [1, n], i 6= π.
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Conclusion

Certificateless public key cryptography could eliminate
– Computes cπ = f (π), uπ1 = (pskIDπ )rπ1 −cπ the use of certificates in Public Key Infrastructure and
modN , uπ2 = rπ2 − xIDπ cπ .
solve the key-escrow problem in ID-based public key cryp– Outputs the ring signature on message m as σ = tography. Certificateless ring signature schemes can provide anonymous authentication for ad hoc networks. Re(m, f, (ui1 , ui2 )i ∈ [1, n]).
cently, Qin et al. proposed a RSA-based CL-RS scheme
• Verify: Given a CL-RS σ = (m, f, (ui1 , ui2 )i ∈ which was proved unforgeable in random oracle model.
[1, n]) on message m, the verifier executes as follows: However, we found that the scheme was not secure against
the Type I adversary. In the future, we will design a
– Checks if f is a polynomial over GF (2k ) with more efficient CL-RS scheme without bilinear pairing.
degree n − 1.
The novel scheme should be unforgeable in random ore
ci
– Computes ci = f (i), Ri1 = ui1 H1 (IDi ) mod acle model.
ci
mod N for i ∈
N, Ri2 = H1 (IDi )ui2 upkIDi
[1, n].
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